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Nuvotronics’ PolyStrata®
process can be used to
produce fundamentally
new and very small 3-D
structures which were
needed to build a multifrequency radar for NASA.
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ocal news meteorologist typically comes to mind when we think of weather
predictions rather than a NASA scientist analyzing images taken from outer space.
In fact, NASA conducts global weather research using space-based observations to
determine the possibility of major flooding or catastrophic storms.
PROJECT
Electronic scanning multifrequency radar for climate
research.
MISSION DIRECTORATE
Science
PHASE III SUCCESS
Over $45M in non-SBIR
and Phase III funding from
government and commercial
customers to convert SBIR R&D
into products and product
orders.
SNAPSHOT
NASA scientists gain insight
into our climate and cloud
systems not possible before
using a powerful new
electronic scanning multifrequency radar made from
miniature parts created by
Nuvotronics’ PolyStrata®
process.
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Scientists use radars, object-detection systems that transmit and receive radio waves, to gather
data on clouds and precipitation in order to determine their impact on the weather and our
climate. Cloud and precipitation studies had been limited until Nuvotronics Inc, through NASA’s
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program, helped NASA realize its vision for an
electronic scanning multi-frequency radar.
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory needed a radar that could transmit radio waves to gather
cloud data at multiple simultaneous frequencies. Lower frequency radars can penetrate rain
very well to measure an entire storm from its highest top in the sky to the bottom where it
touches the Earth. Higher frequencies are ideal to gather data on very thin clouds which are
almost invisible at the lower frequencies. A multi-frequency electronic scanning radar that
covers each frequency of interest would help climate scientists get a more comprehensive view
of cloud systems and reduce the uncertainty of predicting precipitation.
In order to transmit radio waves at these higher frequencies, a radar composed of miniature
components was required. The challenge NASA encountered was that the technology to make
such a radar was not yet available. Nuvotronics Inc, a North Carolina-based firm, helped make
NASA’s concept for a multi-frequency radar a reality using its PolyStrata® process. This process
can be used to produce fundamentally new and very small three-dimensional metallic and
dielectric (having electrical insulating properties) structures for very high frequencies which
were needed to build the radar and was the breakthrough NASA needed.
In addition to reaching higher frequencies, scientists can use this multi-frequency radar to
conduct high-sensitivity measurements of multiple atmospheric phenomena over a significant
area by reconfiguring it at different frequencies.
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Conceptual model
depicting an electronic
scanning radar developed
using PolyStrata®
technology which can
beam radio waves in
different directions at
multiple frequencies.

The genesis of the PolyStrata® technology came from
a solution initially created for the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the US agency
that develops emerging technologies for military use.
DARPA recognized that the traditional communications
channels were becoming congested and sought to
explore underutilized extremely-high radio frequencies
which required very small and precise antennas to
transmit and receive signals. The ability of Nuvotronics
Inc to create precisely-detailed electronics for miniature
instruments was the perfect solution.

“The NASA SBIR program
acted as a springboard
after our initial success
with DARPA. NASA’s
investment in PolyStrata®
technology allowed us
to think outside the box
to identify new ways to
innovate data gathering
and communications
instruments.”
NUVOTRONICS, INC
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
SCOTT MELLER

This success with DARPA
led to Nuvotronics Inc
developing a greenhouse
gas radiometer using
miniature parts for a
NASA SBIR project and
participation in three
different NASA Earth
Science Technology Office
Instrument Incubator
Program efforts.

Nuvotronics Inc can make the antenna and other parts
of the radar system including filters in batches which
lowers production costs — allowing expenditure on
other instruments needed for the mission or reducing
launch cost by allowing integration on a smaller satellite
platform.
Since its initial foray with DARPA and NASA, Nuvotronics
Inc has generated custom solutions for communication
and defense markets based on over 75 patents using
the PolyStrata® microfabrication process.  
”The NASA SBIR program acted as a springboard after
our initial success with DARPA. NASA’s investment in
PolyStrata® technology allowed us to think outside the
box to identify new ways to innovate data gathering
and communications instruments,” explained Scott
Meller, Executive VP, Nuvotronics Inc. ”We are proud that
the strong interest from our customers has fueled a 40%
compound annual growth rate in our company over 7
years.”

Nuvotronics Inc is now
collaborating with NASA to
develop an antenna that
incorporates transmit and
receive modules to collect
data at multiple frequencies
simultaneously for target
locations.

The ability of Nuvotronics Inc to produce instruments
that are significantly smaller in size and lighter in
weight also helps expand scientific research capacity.
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